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Abstract 

In this paper we present a concept to implement predictive maintenance in distributed environments. A distributed 

environment can involve several problems to be solved such as the different speed and frequency of data, the 

different priorities of data sources, the different dimensions and data structures and also the volume of the data to 

be processed. There are software, frameworks, algorithms to work out these problems, however the interoperability 

is harder to maintain between these. Recently it become possible to use historical and real-time datasets of 

parameters and key performance indicators of environments in order to prevent failures and monitor the system 

state. The aim is to outline a solution, using open-source tools, to support the lifecycle from the data extraction, 

through the transformation and algorithmic steps, until the usage and visualization of the gained information and 

feedback of the data to the environment. 
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1 Introduction  

Data is all around us. In the 21th century using the newest digital and industrial systems and environments, we 

generate a large amount of data. This is a consumer-driven approach: using our smartphone, opening a webpage, 

driving our car etc. While on the producer side these generated data can be used to extract information, make 

business decisions, personalize advertisements, recommend products, improve services etc. It is up to us, how we 

would like to use this data. 

To make it possible to effectively use the generated data, we need to think about many steps. How can we 

collect the data? How can we store the data? How can we extract information of the data? What are the key 

performance indicators? How can we feedback the knowledge to support business decisions, to improve services? 

How can we manage the interoperability between the different participant of the process? How can we visualize 

and highlight the achieved results? Is it worth it at all?  

In this paper we would like to present a concept to answer these questions. The chosen domain is predictive 

maintenance in distributed ZalaZONE related environment. The main goal of predictive maintenance is to use 

historical and real-time data to predict and prevent failures and monitor the system state in a given multi-user, 

multi-participant environment without having critical system downtimes and outages.  

The organization of this paper is as follows: 

• In Section 2 we present the background of distributed environments. 

• In Section 3 the data lake based architecture is overviewed. 

• In Section 4 the topic of predictive maintenance is introduced. 

• In Section 5 we validate the previously detailed approaches in a ZalaZONE related case study. 

• Finally, in Section 6 we wrap up the paper and discuss the further research, development and 

innovation directions. 
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2 Distributed environment 

The distributed methods already have a long history in the information technology. The creation of a distributed 

system, program, application, computing, or computing environment become possible by the usage of different 

distributed architectures and patterns. In a distributed environment there are multiple participants communicating 

between each other with messages on wired or wireless media in a networked organization [1]. 

The common examples are the internet, the mobile telecommunication systems, computer clusters, wireless 

sensor networks etc. The distributed approach can be found in the cloud infrastructures as well, such as Google 

Cloud, Amazon AWS etc. The participants can be distributed in a geographical way or role/task-oriented way too. 

What strategy do we receive data from data sources? How can we manage different speeds of data sources? Is 

it master-client or peer-to-peer? Is there a master element polling the clients or the clients pushing to a master? 

Many questions have to be covered. There are several solutions such as Hadoop, Amazon AWS, SAP HANA etc. 

These are including many components to support the communication and interoperability of the participants [2]. 

In our concept we are going to use Hadoop ecosystem with Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) which will 

act as the master element. The distributed participants will be able to publish their messages over a MQTT broker 

and these messages will be saved simultaneously in the distributed file system as well.  

3 Data lake 

To support storing historical data, Data Warehouse (DWH) solutions are preferred instead of Operational Data 

Store. However, to store data in a DWH it is necessary to go through an extract-transform-load (ETL) process [3]. 

This transformation process usually includes the steps of data cleansing, filtering, altering the data in order to make 

it possible to store it in a previously designed data scheme, created relations, structured tables in a given 

normalization level. During these steps we might lose important information, so a new approach was introduced.  

In a Data Lake we store the data in raw format, as we received it from the source system(s). This usually means 

semi-structured data in CSV, XML or JSON format. It is also possible to store unstructured or structured data as 

well in a Data Lake. A Data lake can be established "on premises" or "in the cloud" [4].  

Most of the current solutions are based on distributed environments such as in Hadoop, where the entry point 

of the data can be a corresponding Hadoop component such as Flume, Kafka, Nifi etc. including load balancing. 

The raw data can be stored as blob or files on the HDFS for example in a date-time based folder structure: 

/user/lake/%{appId}/%Y/%m/%d/%H/ or can be loaded into relational or non-relational (NoSQL) databases. 

4 Predictive maintenance 

Maintenance has an important role since the industrialization of our society. It is originated from the fields of 

machinery, mechanical and vehicle engineering sciences, however by the newer industrial revolutions, many other 

fields of sciences introduced and applied it such as engineering and computer sciences as well. 

In the beginning maintenance had only a corrective approach (deferred or emergency), later the preventive 

approach was introduced such as a scheduled or state based maintenance (condition, time, risk etc.) [5, 6]. Then 

with the integration of statistical algorithms or artificial intelligence based solutions the predictive maintenance 

also become available to the participants of industrial processes [7, 8]. Based on the EN 13306:2017 standard 

predictive maintenance is an extended aspect of condition-based maintenance where a forecast derived from 

repeated analysis or known characteristics and evaluation of different significant parameters [9].  

In our model we are using a time series based approach, where the information can be scalar or multi-

dimensional as well. 𝑋𝑡 is the value in moment 𝑡, 𝜃 is a threshold value, 𝛿 is an optimal value. We created two 

different criteria:  

• If 𝑋𝑡 ≤ 𝜃 the system operates normally, if 𝑋𝑡 > 𝜃 the system is malfunctioning. 

• If |𝑋𝑡 − 𝛿| ≤ 𝜃 the system operates normally, |𝑋𝑡 − 𝛿| > 𝜃 the system is malfunctioning. 

Based on the past observation of the time series, it is possible to estimate that the system remains in the normal 

operating state for the next 𝐾 steps with 휀 confidency: 

 𝑃(𝑋𝑡+𝐾 ≤ 𝜃, 𝑋𝑡+𝑘−1 ≤ 𝜃,… , 𝑋𝑡 ≤ 𝜃|𝑋𝑡−1 = 𝑥1, 𝑋𝑡−2 = 𝑥2, … , 𝑋𝑡−𝑇+1 ≤ 𝑥𝑇) ≥ 1 − 휀, or (1) 

 𝑃(|𝑋𝑡+𝐾 − 𝛿| ≤ 𝜃, |𝑋𝑡+𝐾−1 − 𝛿| ≤ 𝜃,… , |𝑋𝑡 − 𝛿| ≤ 𝜃|𝑋𝑡−1 = 𝑥1, 𝑋𝑡−2 = 𝑥2, … , 𝑋𝑡−𝑇+1 ≤ 𝑥𝑇) ≥ 1 − 휀 (2) 

It is possible to train a neural network with the known part of the conditional probabilities in Eq. (1) and Eq. 

(2) and at the output we get whether there are at least 𝐾 steps to the failure or not. 
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5 Case study 

We found the ZalaZONE Industrial & Science Park as an excellent distributed environment to validate our 

concept. ZalaZONE supports testing and validation of standard vehicle dynamics, fully integrated autonomous 

vehicles, it also provides test features of environment preparation, complex driving and traffic situations and smart 

city features [10, 11]. At the Department of Automation and Applied Informatics, we established a Smart Data 

Lake Environment, including Hadoop Core (HDFS, YARN, MapReduce) and Oozie, Hive, Hue and Flume 

components. This is already used by several Big-Data related intelligent services such as correlation, 

anonymization, clustering and prediction as a service [12].  

At ZalaZONE for its Tracker System the test vehicles emitting messages over MQTT protocol about their 

current status in a corresponding topic. This message includes the latitude-longitude coordinates, speed, session 

id, timestamp, accuracy etc. An example of an emitted message is shown by Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1 An example ZalaZONE data message 

Our purpose was to wire the messages publish on the MQTT broker into the Data Lake in order to make it 

possible to run algorithms and execute queries on the received data, to implement a predictive maintenance 

solution. We initialized the Flume component to handle the dataflow from the MQTT source into the HDFS sink. 

In the HDFS the raw data are stored in the folder structure introduced earlier.  

In this stage from the HDFS it is possible to use the necessary messages filtered by the timestamp or session id 

for the prediction step. Due to the current limited attributes of the messages, we tested two predictions about 

speeding (whether the speed tends to be greater than a threshold value) and geofencing (whether the vehicle tends 

to leave an area). After an offline training process is done, it is possible to validate the prediction and visualize it 

on different charts and dashboards. If prediction is not necessary, then it is also possible to execute simpler 

transformation on the data and load it into the monitoring component. Using the Tracker mobile application is it 

also feasible to send feedback to the vehicle about the warnings and results. The concept is shown by Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2 ZalaZONE related preditive maintenance concept 

The real-time based approach is still under development. Fortunately, the Hadoop ecosystem provides several 

components and tools to support the staging and processing of real-time data, for example: Spark Streaming and 

Storm [13]. In this case the online training of the neural network in the predictive maintenance component also 

becomes possible. Also the offline trained neural network can be validated on the real-time data and predictions 

can be extracted as well. It is also necessary to find the most appropriate architecture and parameters to support 

online training. Based on real-time data, real-time notifications will be available as well by installing and using 

the Kafka component. However, storing the data on the HDFS is still important in real-time approach, for data 

mining, visualization or exploratory data analysis as the set of real-time data subsequently becomes historical data.  
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6 Summary and future work 

In our paper we highlighted that the current solutions have to support the distributed environments and solve 

the challenges of the related circumstances. We pointed out the importance of storing the data in raw format, how 

it is received from the source system(s). We explained our time series based predictive maintenance model, that 

can be used in different fields of sciences. Based on these we outlined and introduced a concept supporting 

predictions, predictive maintenance in a distributed environment with a concrete ZalaZONE based case study. 

We hope that the presented concept, including its real-time extension will be usable in different ZalaZONE 

related scenarios, services and applications or even in other domains as well. As a next step we would like to 

predict on more maintenance related parameters as well such as temperature values, engine metrics etc. 

In the future we would like to validate our concept in the terms of performance measurements. A major 

improvement will be the ability to analyze and recognize object of camera images or past/real-time streams to 

support object detection, labelling and further applications in a smart vehicle, smart city environment [14].  
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